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R6sumg On d4fini% les notions de langage faiblement commutatif et de langage p6riodi- 

que.On montre qu'un langage est rationnel sl et seulement s'il est pgriodique et fai- 

blement commutatif. 

Zus~menfassun~ Es werden zwei Eigenschaften der Sprachen definiert:schwache Kommuta- 

tivit~t und Periodizit~t.Es wird gezeigt ,dass eine Sprache regul~r ist dann und nur 

dann,wenn sie schwach kommutativ und periodisch ist. 

Summar Z We define weakly commutative languages and periodic languages.We show that a 

language is regular if and only if it is simultaneously weakly commutative and perio- 

dic. 

i. INTRODUCTION 

We define first a property of formal languages,which we call weak commutativit~ and 

which is related to a classical mathematical object:the alternating sum.Let us recall 

that a language is said to be commutative if it is saturated for the Parikh mapping. 

Our first result states the perhaps surprising fact: every regular l_~uase is weakly 

commutative.More surprising is the fact that we can state a converse.For that we say 

that a language is periodic if it's syntactic monoid is periodic(that is,each cyclic 

submonoid is finite).This property is clearly related to the "pumping lemma" property. 

It should be noticed that weak commutat!vity and periodicity are orthogonal properties: 

you can find,for each combination of these properties or their negations,a lan~uage 
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satisfying it,And also that a periodic language is in general not regular;the problem 

of finding conditions in which a periodic language is regular could be called the Burn- 

side problem for languages. Our main result is: 

A language regular if and only if it is 2erlodic and weakly commutative. 

2.WEAK COM~UTATIVITY 

Let us recall that a language LcA ~ is called commutative if for each pair of words 

that have same commutative image,these words are simultaneously inside or outside L . 

This can be formally described as: 

V u,xl,x2,v ~ A* : UXlX2V • L 4=> ux2xiv & L 

We define now weak commutativity.A language L ~ ~ is weaklycomm~ative if there 

exists an integer n > 2 such that L satisfies the following property 

(Sn) For any words u,v,xi,x2,...x n the two subsets of ~n (=the group of per- 

mutations of ~ 1,2 .... n} ) 

{ O ~, On I ~r" even & ~(i)x~(2)...x~.(n)V " L 

and ~6 ~n I °'°dd & ux~(l)xo'(2)'"xa~(n) v g L } 

have the same oardinality. 

One see~s immediately that a language and it's complement are simultaneously weakly 

commutative or not.Further (S 2) is exactly commutativity and (S n) implies (Sn+ I) 

What is a little bit surprising,but easy to prove,is that (S2n÷l) implies (S2n): 

= i the empty word.Hence,only the (S n) with n even are in- to show it take X2n+i 

teresting. 

We come now to a first result 

~_.~.~osition i Every____.~regula ~ lang_uage is weakly commutative. 

Before proving it,let us recall the definition of the syntactic monoid of a language. 
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Given a language LeA* one shows that in the set of all congruences of A* (a con- 

gruence is an equivalence relation that is compatible with the multiplication of words) 

for which L is union of classes,there exists a biggest element:it is the s_[ntactic 

congruence of L ~denoted by ~L or ~v when no confusion arises,It may be defined 

by the relation 

(i) x rvy iff for any words u and v uxv e L 41> uyv e L 

(see (i) chapter 3 §i0 or (2) chapter 6 §i) 

The syntactic monoid of L is the quotient A*/~ 

By K!eene~s theorem,a languag_ e is r_egul____ar if and only if it's syntactic monoid is 

finite. 

Proof of proposition i Let M be the syntactic monoid of a given regular language 

L G A* and ~ : A* --~ M the canonical morphism of monoids.Let Q[M] 

denote the algebra of N over the field Q of rational numbers.Each element of 

Q[N] is a linear combination over Q of elements of N .Let n : JNl + i (where 

IMl denotes the cardinality of M which is finite).Let yl,y2,...y n be new let- 

ters and define the following noncommutative polynomial,called the standard polyno- 

(2) Sn(y l ,y  2 . . . .  yn) = ~ ¢ Y~(L)Y~(2) . . . .  Y~(n) 

where ~ is the signature of the permutation ~ ,Then for any pi,P2, .... Pn in 

Q[M] we have Sn(Pl,P2,,..pn ) = 0 .Indeed ,the left-hand side is an alternating 

n-linear mapping of the n-tuple (pl,p2,.,.pn) and because Q[M] has dimension < 

n ,this mapping classieally vanishes. 

Let M ~ = ~(L) . Then x& L iff ~(x)G M' because L is union of classes of A;~ 

Let ~ :M-~Q be the characteristic function of N ~ :?(m) = i if m~M ~ and = 0 

i f  not.Then fo r  any word X x~L ~ ~e?(x) = i and x ~ L ~-> ~ o ~ ( x )  = 0 

NOW fo r  any words u , v , x l , x 2 ,  . . . .  x n one has ~(U)Sn( ~ ( x l )  . . . .  £ ( X n ) ) ~ ( v )  = 0 

hence . . . .  

~even ~'odd 
and the proposition follows. 

mial of order n and denoted S 
n 
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A monoid M is called periodic if each cyclic submonoid is finite(one also says tor- 

sion instead of periodic).It is equivalent to:For any m gM there exist integers k 

and p ) 0 , k ~ p such that m k= m p ,We say that a language is~eriodic if it's 

syntactic monoid is periodi ,By the above and (i) it is equivalent to 

(3) For any word x there ~ist integer~ k and p , k ~ p such that for any 

words u and v uxkv ~ L ~ uxPv ~ L . 

Now the following proposition is rivially true. 

Proposition 2 E_ve_ry regula r langua.~ge is periodic. 

4.THE MAIN RESULT 

It is the converse of the two preceding propositions. 

Theorem Eve r/(~eriodic and weaklA commutative language is reg~ar. 

Before proving this result,let us give some examples showing that periodicity and 

weak cemmutativity are erthogonal properties(as said in the introduction).The language 

of square-free words is easily seen to be periodic,but is not regular(when the alpha- 

bet has at least 3 letters)hence not weakly commutative.Any commutative nonregular 

language is of course weakly commutative but not periodic.The languages of palindro- 

mes is neither periodic nor weakly commutative(when the alphabet has at least 2 let- 

ters):it can be shown directly,,but also follows from (3) proposition 1.3.3. 

For the proof of the theorem we need some results on formal power series.A formal 

power series is a mapping S:A~--* Q ,The image of a word w by S will be denoted 

(S,w) ,Let Q<A) denote the algebra of noncommutative polynomials on A over Q . 

Because A ~ is a basis of the vector space Q(A> ,each formal power series S defi- 
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nee on Q(A> a linear form extending the mapping S:A* ~Q ;the image by S of a 

polynimlal P will be denoted by (S,P) .With this convention,the kernel of S is 

as usually the subspace of Q<A} : Ker(S) = I P~ Q(A~ J (S,P) = 0 

The s~ntactic ideal of S is the blg~est (two-sided) ideal of QtA> contained in 

Ker(S) .It exists because any sum of ideals is again an ideal.We denote it ~S or 

simply ~ .It is not difficult to show that 

(4) 3 = ~P~A> I V u,v~A* ( S , u ~ )  = 0 } 

(see (3) 1.2).The s~ntactic algebr ~ of S is the quotient Q<A) / ~ that 

we denote by ~S or ~ . As a conquence of the Kleene-SchGtzenberger theorem 

(see (I) th.5.1 chapter 7 or (5) th.2.3 chapter 2) a formal ~ower series is rational 

if and onl~ if it's syntactic algebra is finite dimensional(see (3) th.2.1.2) 

If L is alanguage,lt~s charac~'eristic series,stilldenoted L ,is defined by 

(L,w) = 1 if w is in L and (L,w) = 0 if not.We shall say syntactic algebra of 

L instead of syntactic algebra of it's characteristic series,and so on... 

Now,by a theorem due to SchGtzenberger,a la____ngua~e is regular if and only if. it's cha- 

racteristic series is rational(see (5) th.5.2 chapter 2). 

Proof of the theorem Let ~ c-A ~ be a~eriu~ic and weakly commutative language.Let 

be it's syntactic algebra and~:Q4A~ -@ ~ the canonical algebra homomorphism. 

~is generated as an algebra by the finite set ~AA(A) .Moreover,let x be a word; 

then by (3) there exist two integers k and p such that for any words u and v 

(x k ux v is in L iff uxPv is in L .This means (L,u -xP)v)= 0 and implies 

that x k - x p is in the syntactic ideal of L by (4).In other words 

k - >(x)P = o 

Furthermore,let L verify (Sn) and consider the n-linear mapping from ~n into 

defined by (Pl .... 'Pn ) ~ ') Sn(Pl' .... ,pn) where the polynomial is defined by 

(2).We show that this mapping is zerotit suffices to do so when PI' .... 'Pn are ele- 

ments of a generating system of the vector space ~ .Now~A(A*) is such a system 

and we have for any words u,v,xl,...,x n (L,u Sn(X 1 .... ,Xn) v) = 0 what is 

just another way to write that L satisfies (Sn).By (4) this means that 

Sn(Xl, .... Xn) is inthe syntactic ideal of L hence Sn(~A(Xl) .... ,~A(Xn) ) = 0 
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and S = 0 in ~ .This shows that ~ satifies the standard identity S = 0 
n n 

which is a special case of a polynomial identity,see (4).Now we may apply the follow- 

ing theorem of Shirshov (6) (whose application is the main point of the present 

proof):Let ~be an algebra generated by a finite set A and satisfying a polynomial 

identity.lf each element of the multiplicative semigroup generated by A is alge- 

braic then ~ is finite dimensional(for a proof see (4) §2 chapter 4). 

Hence ~ is finite dimensional, L is rational as a series and L is a regular lan- 

guage. 

The proof makes clear that a language satisfies (Sn) if and only if it's syntactic 

algebra satisfies the standard identity S = 0 . 
n 

The theorem may be improved:instead of (Sn) one may assume the weaker property (Sn, a) 

for a given integer a~2 : 

(Sn,a) For any words u,v,xl,...,x n the same two finite subsets of an as in 

(Sn) have the same cardinality modulo a . 

The proof still works by replacing Q by the ring Z/at because the necessary re- 

sults on formal power series are still true for any ring in place of Q(see (3) th.l.2 

aria (7) th,2.3) .  

As a conclusion, remark that the theorem is a special case of a characterization of 

the rationality of formal power series~which is directly related to Kurosh~s problem 

in ring theory(see (3) 2.3). 
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